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ABSTRACT
This paper overviews NTCIR-12 Temporal Information Ac-
cess (Temporalia-2) task. The task aims to foster research in
temporal aspects of information retrieval and search, and is a
continuation of Temporalia-1 task at NTCIR-11. Temporalia-
2 is composed of two subtasks: Temporal Intent Disam-
biguation (TID) and Temporally Diversified Retrieval (TDR).
Both the subtasks have English and Chinese language ver-
sions. A total of 47 runs were submitted by 15 teams across
the world. This was 40% improvement in the number of
participated teams when compared to the previous edition.
TID in English attracted 12 teams which submitted a total
of 30 runs, while its Chinese version attracted 3 teams sub-
mitting 7 runs. 4 teams including the organizer’s team took
part in TDR English language subtask with the total of 10
runs. In this paper we describe both the subtasks, datasets,
evaluation methods and the results of meta analyses.

Subtasks
Temporal Intent Disambiguation (TID)
Temporally Diversified Retrieval (TDR)

Keywords
temporal information retrieval, evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
Temporal Information Access (Temporalia)1 task has been

hosted at the 12th NTCIR Workshop on Evaluation of In-
formation Access Technologies (NTCIR-12) [14] as one of
core tasks. It is a continuation of Temporalia-1 task held
at NTCIR-11 [11]. The task is an answer to the recent in-
terest in temporal aspects of Information Retrieval and an
attempt to establish common grounds for designing and an-
alyzing time-aware information access systems. Temporal
Information Retrieval [1, 2, 13] can be defined as a subset
of document retrieval in which time plays crucial role in es-
timating document relevance.

1http://ntcirtemporalia.github.io/index.html

As the core task we extended the two major search sub-
problems which were approached at Temporalia-1: query in-
tent understanding and ranking documents considering their
temporal aspects. The first one called Temporal Intent Dis-
ambiguation (TID) asks participants to estimate distribu-
tion of queries over four temporal classes following the intu-
itive time understanding of queries: past-related, recency-
related and future-related. For comparison we have also
added atemporal class that characterizes queries without
any significant underlying temporal intent.

This task should be useful challenge for any researches
that aim to recognize underlying temporal aspects of queries.
With successful solutions, search engines could then treat
temporal queries in a way that corresponds to their under-
lying temporal classes. According to the study performed
on the AOL query dataset [22], about 1.5% of queries are
explicit temporal queries, that is, they contain some tem-
poral expressions. Examples of such queries are: ”Tokyo
Olympics 1964” or ”most popular songs 2000s”. Consider-
ing the popularity and importance of Web search in our
lives, this rate amounts to quite a huge number of searches.
In addition, there are also implicit temporal queries (e.g.,
”weather forecast Tokyo”, ”Berlin Wall collapse”, ”Tokyo
Olympics”) whose rate has not been measured so far. The
community has then already embarked on the challenge of
categorizing queries based on their temporal characteristics
(see [1, 2, 13] for overview).

The second problem relates to ranking search results for
queries that contain temporal requirement. Temporally Di-
versified Retrieval (TDR) subtask in Temporalia-2 requires
participants to retrieve a set of documents relevant to each
of four temporal intent classes for a given topic description.
Obviously, both the topical and temporal relevance should
be considered to satisfy user search needs.

We note that both TID and TDR subtasks are indepen-
dent of each other and participating teams could choose one
of them or participate in both. Table 1 overviews the sched-
ule of Temporalia-2, while Table 5 shows the participating
teams and the subtask they participated. As it can be seen,
the participating teams were coming from geographically di-
verse regions.
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Table 1: Temporalia-2 important dates.
Date Event
Feb 28, 2015 NTCIR-12 Kick-off Event
Jul 1, 2015 Final Task Guideline release
Jul 1, 2015 Document Collection release
Jul 7, 2015 Dry run testing data release
Jul 30, 2015 Task Registration Due
Sep 1, 2015 Deadline for dry run submissions
Oct 1, 2015 Return of dry run results
Nov 08, 2015 Release of formal run topics/queries
Dec 10, 2015 Deadline for formal run submissions
Feb 01, 2016 Evaluation results release
Mar 01, 2016 Participant papers due
May 01, 2016 All camera-ready copy due
Jun 07-10, 2016 NTCIR-12 Conference

The remainder of this overview paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 introduces the document collection used in
the task. Section 3 presents in more detail the tasks at
hand, and Section 4 describes the data collecting for evalua-
tion. Section 5 provides system descriptions of participated
systems. Section 6 presents the meta analyses conducted
for all submitted runs. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 7.

2. DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS
According to the language difference, multiple document

collections are designated for English Temporally Diversified
Retrieval (TDR) subtask and Chinese TDR subtask, respec-
tively. Please refer to the Temporalia website for detailed
information.

2.1 English Collection
For English TDR subtask, NTCIR-12 Temporalia-2 used

the same document corpus as the one used by the Tempo-
ral Information Retrieval (TIR) subtask in Temporalia-1.
Please refer to Temporalia-1 Overview paper [11] for the de-
tail descriptions of annotations available in this collection.

2.2 Chinese Document Collection
For Chinese TDR subtask, NTCIR-12 Temporalia-2 used

SogouCA-20122 and SogouT-2012 3 for dry-run and formal
run, respectively. Table 2 shows the basic structure of a Chi-
nese document, where the used tags are a little bit different
from the ones in a English documents.

The ”host”contains the hostname the document was pulled
from, the ”date” is the published date of the document,
the ”url” identifies where the document was pulled from,
and finally, the ”title” the title of the page. Between the
<text> tags, there is the content of the page. This collection
also provides three kinds of annotations: sentence splitting,
named entities, and time annotations. Each sentence in the
content of the page is surrounded by <SE> tags. Each iden-
tified named entity is surrounded by <E> tags. The type of
the entity is included inside the tag. Specifically, for named
entities, there are totally 5 types of tags. Namely, PER-
SON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, GPE (geo-political

2http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/ca.html
3http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/t-e.html

Table 2: The structure of a Chinese document.
<doc id=***>
<meta-info>
<tag name=”host”>***</tag>
<tag name=”date”>***</tag>
<tag name=”url”>***</tag>
<tag name=”title”>***</tag>
<tag name=”source-encoding”>***</tag>
</meta-info>
<text>***</text>
</doc>

entity) and MISC (i.e., miscellaneous) [27]. For annotat-
ing temporal expressions, a variant of the standard format
TIMEX3 used in TempEval task is applied4. Furthermore,
the script for generating the untagged and tagged collections
from SogouCA-2012 for dry-run is provided, as well as the
script for extracting the subset from SogouT-2012 for the
formal run of the Chinese TDR subtask5.

3. TASKS

3.1 Temporal Intent Disambiguation (TID)
Teams participating in TID subtask were asked to de-

termine distribution of a query over four following classes
denoting the types of temporal intent: past, recency, future
and atemporal. Below, we give their conceptual definitions.

Past: class characterizing queries about past entities/events,
whose search results are not expected to change much along
with time passage.

Recency: class characterizing queries about recent enti-
ties/events, whose search results are expected to be timely
and up-to-date. The information contained in the search re-
sults usually changes quickly along with the time passage.
Note that this type of query usually refers to events that
happened in near past or at the present time. On the con-
trary, the ”past” query category tends to refer to events in
relatively distant past.

Future: class characterizing queries about predicted or
scheduled events, the search results of which should contain
future-related information.

Atemporal: class characterizing queries without any clear
temporal intent (i.e., their returned search results are not ex-
pected to be related to time neither should change much over
time). Navigational queries are considered to be atemporal.

Participants were handed a set of query strings and query
submitting dates, and were asked to develop a system to de-
termine the membership degree of each of the query strings
to every of the four above-mentioned temporal classes. As
this problem may require different kinds of knowledge (e.g.,
historical information or information on planned events),
participants were allowed to use any external resources to
complete the subtask as long as the details of external re-
source usage are described in their reports. Each team was
asked to submit a probability distribution over the four tem-
poral classes (past, recency, future, or atemporal) for each
query. The performance of submitted runs was then mea-

4http://www.timeml.org/tempeval2/tempeval2-
trial/guidelines/timex3guidelines-072009.pdf
5http://ntcirtemporalia.github.io/NTCIR-
12/collection.html
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Table 3: Example queries for the TID subtask (Dry
Run) with query submission date of May 1, 2013.

Query Past Recency Future Atem.
Australian Open 0.091 0.0 0.455 0.455
motorcycle accident june 0.7 0.0 0.3 0.0
NBA Finals 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.5
NBA playoff schedule 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.2
price of oil 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.1
how to lose weight 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.9
time in India 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
history of volleyball 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 4: Example topics for TDR subtask.

Junk food health effect
Description I am concerned about the health

effects of junk food in general. I
need to know more about their in-
gredients, impact on health, his-
tory, current scientific discoveries
and any prognoses.

Past question When did junk foods become pop-
ular?

Recency question What are the latest studies on the
effect of junk foods on our health?

Future question Will junk food continue to be pop-
ular in the future?

Atemporal question How junk foods are defined?
Search date 29 May 2013 GMT+0:00

sured by (i) the averaged per-class absolute loss and by (ii)
the cosine similarity between the ground truth temporal
class distribution and the temporal class distribution esti-
mated by the participating systems.

3.2 Temporally Diversified Retrieval (TDR)
TDR subtask required participants to retrieve a set of doc-

uments relevant to each of four temporal intent classes for a
given topic description. Participants were also asked to re-
turn a set of documents that is temporally diversified for the
same topic. They received a set of topic descriptions, query
issuing time, and indicative search questions for each of tem-
poral classes (Past, Recency, Future, and Atemporal). The
objective of the indicative search questions is to show one
possible subtopic under a particular temporal class. Par-
ticipants were asked to develop systems that can produce a
total of five search results per topic (Past, Recency, Future,
Atemporal, and Diversified).

For the evaluation, the standard Cranfield methodology
was used. In particular, a pool of possibly relevant docu-
ments was created based on the top-ranked documents from
participants’ submitted runs. Then, each document in the
pool was assessed through online crowdsourcing, and its rel-
evance grade was judged. Given a ranked list generated for
a specific temporal subtopic, the system performance was
evaluated using nDCG metric [10].

For a diversified ranked list generated to satisfy all pos-
sible temporal classes, the performance was evaluated using
α-nDCG [5] and D#-nDCG [25].

4. DATASETS
This section describes how we created queries, topics, and

answer sets for TID and TDR subtasks.

4.1 TID

4.1.1 English TID
A set of seed temporal expressions (approx. 300) were

first collected by the organisers from literature, dictionar-
ies, and query logs. These seed expressions were then sub-
mitted to three major commercial search engines, and the
alternate queries (typically 10-20 queries) suggested by the
search engines were recorded, and finally duplicates were re-
moved. Resulted queries were independently annotated us-
ing CrowdFlower6 for their temporal intent class (i.e., atem-
poral, past, recency, future). As test queries we have used
the formal run data from Temporalia-1 after mapping it to
distributions. The organizers picked up 300 queries from re-
sults in a way to balance the numbers of queries with given
distributions over classes as much as possible.

4.1.2 Chinese TID
The Chinese TID topics were generated through the fol-

lowing steps. First, we randomly extracted 10,000 Chinese
search queries from the Chinese query log SogouQ2012. In
order to prevent the obtained data from being dominated
by the extremely frequent or sparse queries, a query whose
collection frequency (w.r.t. SogouQ2012) is not in the in-
terval [5, 50] was not considered. Moreover, noisy queries
(e.g., including ones without any Chinese characters or hav-
ing spelling errors) were filtered out. Second, by sequentially
scanning the query list obtained via Step-1, 1,052 Chinese
queries were selected by one organizer (a native Chinese
speaker). In this process, we mainly focused on queries with
temporal intents (without further differentiation of each in-
tent class). The last steps essentially are the same as the
ones in selecting English formal run TID topics, e.g., by
using CrowdFlower, etc.

In both English and Chinese queries, the answer distri-
bution of temporal classes was estimated by the number of
votes given by 10 crowd workers. Crowd workers were asked
to vote for the temporal class that they would be most likely
to be searching for, given a query.

4.2 TDR

4.2.1 English TDR
The organizers have manually created initial topics and

example questions in subtopics (atemporal, past, recency,
and future), based on their experience of supervising topic
creation workshops at Temporalia-1. The organizers then
went through all the initial candidate topics grouping those
similar topics, discarding those below expected quality and
editing text when appropriate. As a result, a total of 50
topics was selected for the formal run.

All the documents returned by participating systems were
combined into pool of TIR formal runs (depth was 20) for
relevance judgments. A total of 11,154 documents in the
pool were evaluated against each of the four classes. The way
the relevance assessments were conducted in Temporalia-2
was similar to those in Temporalia-1. Therefore, please refer
to our Temporalia-1 overview paper for the detail [11].
6http://www.crowdflower.com/
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4.2.2 Chinese TDR
For generating the Chinese TDR topics, we asked several

Ph.D. candidates and master students from different uni-
versities whose research fields are related to this task (all
of them are native Chinese speakers) to create candidate
topics. We provided them with detailed instructions in or-
der to obtain high quality candidate topics. The instruc-
tions include the necessary background information, defini-
tions of each temporal class, the structure of an expected
topic, the number of example topics, etc. Given the can-
didate topics, four native Chinese speakers (including one
task-organizer and 3 Ph.D. candidates) checked each topic
and made changes if necessary. Finally, a total number of
50 topics were adopted.

5. PARTICIPATED SYSTEMS
This section provides the system descriptions of submitted

runs. See Table 5 for the summary of participated teams.

5.1 TID
KDETM team [4] combined a rule-based classifier with

weakly supervised classifiers. They defined a set of rules
for the rule-based classifier based on the temporal distance,
temporal reference, and POS-tag detection, whereas a small
set of query with their temporal polarity knowledge were
applied to train the weakly supervised classifier. For weakly
supervised classifier, the team used the bag-of-words feature
and TF-IDF score as a feature weight.

IRISM team’s [17] approach to TID subtask relied on su-
pervised machine learning classification technique that in-
volves building models on different standard classifiers based
on probabilistic and entropy models from MALLET, a Nat-
ural Language Processing tool. They focused on feature en-
gineering that includes temporal & linguistic feature to pre-
dict the probability distribution of given temporal classes for
search queries. Three runs were submitted based on Max-
Ent, Naive Bayes and C4.5 Decision Tree classifiers.

MPII team’s system [8] — TimeSearch — is a probabilis-
tic framework, that utilizes an unique time model to under-
stand temporal expressions. Building on this model it iden-
tifies interesting time intervals for a given keyword query.
These time intervals are then also used to rank and diver-
sify documents in a time-sensitive manner.

L3S team [6] used a rule based voting method that com-
prised of classification rules designed from the dry run queries,
which if satisfied contributed a number of votes to a partic-
ular class. The rules used various features extracted from
the query such as tense of the root verb, distance between
the date identified in the query and query issue time and the
multinomial distribution of the n-grams extracted from the
queries. To understand the implicit temporal nature of a
query, candidate years returned from the GTE web service7

was also used.
Kyoto team [24] took a fully supervised machine learn-

ing approach, using features of POS, verb tense and word
vectors. They also incorporated knowledge about temporal
and holiday expressions. The first submitted run is based
on Neural Network (NN), the second run uses the average
scores of NN, SVM and SVR, and the third run uses the
average scores of NN, SVM, SVR and CNN.

7http://www.ccc.ipt.pt/~ricardo/software.html

WHUIR team’s work [7] for NTCIR-12 TID subtask was
mainly based on the research work or research findings of
NTCIR-11 TID subtasks with the basic idea of classifica-
tion. They argued that using features in external retrieved
documents from other search engines are not an accurate
way for this task. As a result, their system considered nine-
teen features in total from query itself only and used all the
features for SVR in different parameter sets, and chose the
best three sets on the dry run data for the formal runs.

DUT-NLP-EN team [18] submitted 3 runs. In RUN1,
four groups of features were used including trigger word,
word POS, explicit time gap, temporal probability of words.
Implicit time gap was added in the form of rule-based time
gap in RUN2 and in the form of time-series statistics in
RUN3. For all the three runs, logistic regression was used
to predict the probability distribution of the four categories.

DUT-NLP-CH team [23] proposed classification method
for Chinese TID subtask with explicit features derived from
query text and implicit features extracted by analyzing Google
Trends data. In formal run, three classifiers have been ap-
plied, that is, linear C-Support Vector Classifier, Logistic
Regression Classifier and Random Forest Classifier. In pos-
teriori research, the team have compared different models
and feature composition and got a better performance.

KGO team [12] developed a deep neural network for the
English TID regression problem. This work focused on ex-
ploring the temporal information in query entities and con-
structing the deep neural networks for temporal intent dis-
ambiguation. To infer the temporal intents in search queries,
explicit temporal features such as the Uppermost Verb Tense
and Time Gap features, inexplicit temporal features with re-
spect to the Temporal Named Entities and Holidays, as well
as other temporal information in the People names, Time
expressions, and word Lemmas have been extracted from
Wikipedia and many other knowledge bases on the Inter-
net. The structure and training procedure of the deep neu-
ral networks have been carefully selected to avoid overfitting.
They thoroughly analyzed the importance in different tem-
poral features and discussed the impact of neural network
structures to the TID results.

In the system by WIS team [26], features were not only de-
rived from the content of queries considering the issue time,
but also extracted from related Wikipedia concepts and their
corresponding page views (time-series data). The machine
learning approaches leveraged in WIS system are the regres-
sion with multiple dependent variables and the probabilis-
tic classification with data extension. In the regression with
multiple dependent variables, queries (i.e. features and tags)
can be fed to the model directly. In the probabilistic clas-
sification with data extension, each query in training data
with multi-value tag is extended to several same queries (i.e.
same features) with different single-value tags.

GIR team [3] explored the rich temporal information in
the labeled and unlabeled search queries. For those search
queries with explicit temporal expression or predicate verbs,
they extracted the “time gap” and “verb tense” features, sep-
arately. For those with no temporal information, the team
submitted them to Google search engine to collect temporal
indicators for inferring their temporal state. Given the tem-
poral features identified from both search queries and Google
results, a semi-supervised linear classifier was then built up
to predict the temporal classes for each search query.

HITSZ team [9] merged results of rule based method and
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Table 5: Participating Teams.
Team ID Team Name Country TID TDR
DUTEN Dalian University of Technology P.R.C. En
DUTCH Dalian University of Technology P.R.C. Ch

GIR University of Glasgow UK En
HITSZ Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen Graduate School P.R.C. En, Ch En
Ho-tm Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology Japan En
IRISM Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad India En

KDETM Toyohashi University of Technology Japan En
KGO University of Tokushima Japan En
kyoto Kyoto University Japan En
L3S Leibniz University Hannover Germany En En

MPII Max Planck Institute for Informatics Germany En En
TUTA1 University of Tokushima Japan Ch
WHUIR Wuhan University P.R.C. En

WIS TU Delft The Netherlands En

ORG Temporalia Organiser Japan, Spain En

word intent classes vector based method to estimate tem-
poral intent classes distribution on Chinese queries and En-
glish queries. The rule based method was improved from the
method the team used in Temporalia-1, which was based on
time-sensitive word dictionary, date interval between date in
query and query issue time, and the verb tense. The word
intent classes vector based method estimated temporal in-
tent classes distribution by normalizing the sum of temporal
intent classes vectors of all words in the query.

5.2 TDR
MPII team’s probabilistic framework [8] called TimeSearch

uses an unique time model to understand temporal expres-
sions and by this to identify interesting time intervals for a
given query. These time intervals are then used to rank and
diversify documents in a time-sensitive manner.

L3S team [6] used a learning to rank approach that uti-
lized features extracted from verb tenses of sentences related
to search queries or not in documents, similarity of the topic,
subtopic against the title and content of the document, tex-
tual relevance score returned by statistical language model
and temporal relevance based on the distribution of time
references in the document with temporal intent specific fil-
ters. They trained separate learning to rank models for each
temporal intent. In order to classify the subtopics into one
of the temporal classes, a joint classifier based on verb tense
and dictionary features was used. For the diversified results
they combined the top 100 documents retrieved for each in-
tent by computing the earth mover’s distance between the
distribution of time references in the diversified set and the
distribution of time references in each of the remaining doc-
uments. They then considered the document with the max-
imum distance to be added to the diversified set.

HITSZ team [9] used TIR system in Temporalia-1 to get
ranked documents list for each subtopic. For the temporal
diversified ranking, they used all documents in each subtopic
result list as candidate documents set for a query topic, and
ranked each document in the candidate set based on: the
document relevant score in each subtopic list, the temporal
intent class of each temporal expression in the document and
the subtopic list of previous ranked documents belong to.

Finally, the Temporalia Organizer team (ORG) submitted

three runs based on the same configuration used in Temporalia-
1. We took a round-robin approach to select top ranked
documents from each of four class retrieval results, to create
diversified runs.

6. META ANALYSES
This section presents the results of meta analyses con-

ducted for all submitted runs in TID and TDR.

6.1 TID
The results based on the mean absolute loss in English

TID subtask are given in Figure 1 and the ones by the aver-
age cosine similarity are in Figure 2 where runs are ordered
by their total scores. The lowest mean absolute loss and
maximum average cosine similarity are achieved by HITSZ-
TID-E-1 and kyoto-TID-E-2, respectively. The same eval-
uation results in Chinese TID subtask are shown in Figure
3 and 4. HITSZ-TID-C-2 had the minimum mean absolute
loss and the highest average cosine similarity.

Figures 5 and 6 show breakdown results of average ab-
solute loss and mean cosine similarity across four tempo-
ral classes in English TID subtask. The results are in the
form of stacked bars making it possible to identify strong or
weak temporal classes of each run. For example, in Figure
5, HITSZ-TID-E-1 achieved the minimum average absolute
loss value in Past class compared to other runs. On the other
hand, the lowest score of Future class is achieved by both
KGO-TID-E-1 and KGO-TID-E-2. The breakdown results
in the case of Chinese TID subtask are shown in Figures 7
and 8. Looking at Figure 8, we see that HITSZ-TID-C-2 had
the maximum average cosine similarities of Past and Atem-
poral classes. DUT-NLP-CH-TID-C-2 achieved the highest
score of Recency and Future classes in all runs.

To determine easy and difficult temporal classes, we cal-
culated the average absolute values per temporal class over
all runs, showed in Table 6. In both subtasks of English and
Chinese, Atemporal class was found to be most difficult.

Next, we analyzed the relationships between query com-
plexity of temporal distribution and performance. Each
query was classified into four categories based on its number
of classes with zero probability value in ground truth distri-
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Figure 1: System ranking based on average loss for
English TID.
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Figure 2: System ranking based on cosine similarity
for English TID.

Table 6: Average absolute loss of each temporal class
over all systems.

English Chinese
Class Mean SD Mean SD
Past 0.180 0.071 0.159 0.043

Recency 0.170 0.031 0.152 0.014
Future 0.190 0.052 0.126 0.021

Atemporal 0.293 0.064 0.252 0.041

butions: one, two, three, and four non-zero(s) classes. For
example, a query Australian Open in Table 3 was classified
to belong to the category of three non-zeros because it had
three non-zero probabilities, except the Recency class. Fig-
ures 9 and 10 show breakdown results of average absolute
loss across four categories based on the number of non-zero
probabilities in English and Chinese, respectively. In En-
glish TID subtask, HITSZ-E-1 achieved the minimum aver-
age absolute loss in the categories of one and two non-zero(s)
probabilities. On the other hand, WIS-E-2 and WHU-E-3
had the lowest score in the four non-zeros category.

We next calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficients
between these categories over all runs in English TID sub-
task (see Table 7). The highest correlation coefficients was
between the categories of three and four non-zero probabil-
ities at 0.903. The second highest one was between one and
two non-zero(s) probabilities’ categories at 0.838. The low-
est one was between the one non-zero’s category and the
four non-zeros’ category at 0.110. This suggests that runs
had high correlation of performance between simple queries,
i.e., one and two non-zero(s) categories, or between com-
plex queries, i.e., three and four non-zeros categories. On
the other hand, there is basically no correlation between the
simplest and the most complex categories.
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Figure 3: System ranking based on average loss for
Chinese TID.
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Figure 4: System ranking based on cosine similarity
for Chinese TID.
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Figure 5: Per class performance of systems in En-
glish TID subtask using absolute loss.
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Figure 6: Per class performance of systems in En-
glish TID subtask using cosine similarity measure.

6.2 TDR
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Figure 7: Per class performance of systems in Chi-
nese TID subtask using absolute loss.
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Table 7: Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
query categories with given numbers of non-zero
probabilities over all runs in English TID subtask.

Two Three Four
One 0.838 0.383 0.110
Two 0.755 0.518

Three 0.903
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Figure 9: Performance of systems in English TID
based on query complexity using absolute loss.

The results based on the nDCG@20 in TDR subtask are
given in Figure 11 which is shown as stacked performance
across four temporal classes. Runs are ordered by their total
scores. In Past, Recency, and Atemporal classes, HITSZ-
TDR-E-3 achieved the highest nDCG@20 score in all runs.
I3s-TDR-E-1 had the maximum one in Future class. The
TDR subtask results for diversified ranking by D#-nDCG@20
are shown in Figure 12. Same as in the case of nDCG@20
results, runs are odered by their scores. The maximum D#-
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Figure 10: Performance of systems in Chinese TID
based on query complexity using absolute loss.
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Figure 13: TDR topics by nDCG@20.

nDCG@20 was achieved by org-TDR-E-3.
Figure 13 shows a topic breakdown of nDCG@20 scores

across four classes which are helpful to identify easy or diffi-
cult topics in the formal run dataset. The stacked bar chart
suggests that Topic 11 was particularly difficult, followed by
a secondary group of Topic 9, 28, 30, 37, and 48.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the 2nd NTCIR Temporal Informa-

tion Access (Temporalia-2) Task. Our test collections were
designed to offer an opportunity to evaluate temporal-aware
search technologies across four temporal classes (atempo-
ral, past, recency, and future) in a structured way. Two
subtasks were devised to advance temporal query intent dis-
ambiguation and temporal document ranking technologies.
Both subtasks had a respectable number of queries and top-
ics for system evaluation and user studies. With 15 partic-
ipating teams, Temporalia-2 was able to set the foundation
of temporal information access technology evaluation.
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